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Adapted Toys 
UCP00510 Tic Tac Toe 

 
 

 

 

Music plays and lights flash when you have 

the winning combination. Includes two 

switch inputs so players can use their own 

capability switches if needed. 

UCP0511 R/C Red Color Bug 

 

 

This cute little radio control bug provides 

sensory input through lights and sounds. 

Includes multidirectional patterns and 

blinking eyes and antenna. 

 

UCP00512 Drop In A Bucket 

 
 

 

Easy to reach! This containerizing toy has 

been designed with a low profile so you 

only have to slightly reach to drop objects 

into the bucket. Six multi-colored lights 

draw the user’s attention. When they place 

an object in, a tune plays.  

UCP00514 RC Johnny Coupe 

 
 

 

Easy to use remote control for young 

drivers, moves in four directions forward, 

reverse, forward left and forward right 

Features working head and tail lights, 

ideal for both indoor and outdoor play 

 

UCP00524 

UCP00559 

Laugh & Learn Puppy 

 

 

This cute puppy combines learning with 

musical play.  He teaches body parts, 

colors and the alphabet using fun phrases 

and songs that are activated by pressing the 

touch picture pad in front of him. 

UCP00526 Teddy Ruxpin Teddy instills a love of reading and 

adventure, and builds vocabulary and 

comprehension skills. Teddy's Animation 

has perfect lip sync with every story he 

tells.  
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UCP00519 Bubble Mania 

 
 

 

The Fubbles is the ultimate bubble machine 

for any child or parent! It is sure to please 

every user. Press the button and watch as it 

blows endless amounts of bubbles! 

UCP00546 Dora the Explorer 

 
 

 

This switch activated Dora pumps her arms 

and sways side to side to the beat!  The doll 

includes four modes of play: Teach-Me 

(where Dora teaches kids the “We Did It!” 

Dance), “We Did It!” Dance, Freeze 

Dance, and Say It Two Ways bilingual 

dance game. 

UCP00547 

UCP00548  

UCP00549 

547/48 Hippo 

  

Backyardigan Tyrone the Moose 

 
 

 

These plush toys provide hours of fun! 

Attach any switch to active. 

UCP00586 Toss Across 

 

 

Players place Toss Across on the floor 

and turn all targets with the blank side 

up. Each player or team chooses to be an 

X or an O and gets three bean bags and 

takes turns tossing the bean bags, trying 

to turn up the symbols. 

 

UCP00595 Alpha Bot 

 
 

 

Our interactive, talking robot makes it lots 

of fun for children to explore letters and 

numbers—independently! The friendly 

robot has a movable head, arms and an 

easy to use design with simple buttons and 

a light-up LED screen right on front. 

http://mysynonym.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/teddyruxpin-e.gif
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UCP00603 

UCP00604 

 

Plush Toys (Lovely Monkey) 

 

 

The plush lovely monkey is a fun switch-

adapted friend that walks, talks, and makes 

animal sounds when a capability switch is 

pressed. 

UCP00605 Little Einstein Leo 

 

 

Soft and cuddly Leo talks and sings two 

classical songs when you give him a 

squeeze! Bring the Little Einstein’s to life 

with these soft Classical Music Friends. 

 

UCP00627 Butterfly Spinner 

 

 

Stimulating! Traditional toy that introduces 

a child to the world of cause and effect. 

Simply press your capability switch and 

create a swirling blend of colors and music, 

and watch as the butterflies and ladybugs 

spin around. Encourages visual attention 

and enhances auditory skills. 

 

UCP00631 Switch - Fishy Fascination Switch 

 

 

 

Spin the fish carousel and be rewarded with 

spectacular multi-colored blinking lights, 

music and vibration while activating a 

device or toy. When spinning the fish you 

can also watch their mirrored reflection as 

they go around and around.  

UCP01273 Fisher Price Bat 'n Wobble Ball 

 

 

This ball that rolls and wobbles across the 

floor in a different direction every time 

causing children to chase after it.  

UCP01291 High Striker 

 

 

When the gooshy pad is struck, various 

sound effects play at different levels while 

lights track upward, indicating the amount 

of force applied. When struck full force 

the user is rewarded with a rainbow of 

lights and sound effects.  
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UCP01292 Activity Ball w/Balls Inside 

 

 

Great sensory stimulation and visual play. 

Inside this clear, 50 cm Gymnic ball are a 

multitude of small, colored balls that fly 

around when it's rolled or bounced. 
 

UCP01328 Daisy Doodle w/ Infrared Switch 

 

 

This scribbly scrawly creepy crawly toy 

helps you create amazing drawings for you 

to color and keep! Choose a pen, select a 

pattern and get Doodle Daisy drawing!  

UCP01350 Remote Controlled Mustang Car 

 

 

This red Mustang looks just like the real 

thing with its authentic design and black 

rally stripes. The radio-control transmitter 

features a dual joystick design for moving 

forward, backward, left, or right so you can 

zip and zoom all around the house. 

 

UCP01347 Bratz SUV and Lever Switch 

 

 

 

 Both doors open and the vehicle can hold 

two dolls in the seats. It comes with the 

large dual action Lever Switch. Move the 

car forward by grasping and pushing the 

large ball on the lever away from you and 

go in reverse and turn by bring the lever in 

towards you. 

 

UCP01428 

 

Dora Bubble Blower 

 

 
 

 

Everyone loves blowing bubbles. Use any 

of our special needs switches to activate 

Dora and have tons of fun with all of the 

bubbles! Includes Dora bubble machine, a 

hand-held bubble wand, and bubble 

solution. May be used with or without the 

special needs switch. 

 

UCP01425 Dinosaur  

Light and sound remote control T-Rex. 

This T-Rex has high quality detail, realistic 

growling, walking and overall movement. 

http://adapteddevices.com/special-needs-adapted-toys-adapted-switch-toys-c-1_5/dora-bubble-machine-p-15?zenid=2d52ec333fd1cc7628965057da7d1033
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UCP01507 Monkeying Around 

 

 

Children build balance and fine motor 

skills as they hang cute monkeys from a 

wobbling treetop! To win, children have to 

hang eight monkeys in the tree without 

toppling it! For up to 4 players. 

 

UCP01517 Dress-A-Pillar 

 

 

Friendly caterpillar lets preschoolers 

practice essential fine motor skills. 

Includes features they find on their own 

clothes: zipper, snap, button, tie, buckle 

and Velcro straps. One pocket includes a 

surprise. 

 

UCP00202 

 

Switch Spinner 

 

 

Great for games! Our switch activated 

spinner is perfect for playing games, 

matching, rolling dice or making random 

selections. Perfect for teaching turn taking 

and visual tracking. Just activate your 

capability switch and you’re set to play. 

You can create your own overlays to use on 

the spinner. 

 

Busy Boxes 
UCP00560 Talking Shapes Recognition Busy 

Box 

 

 

The Talking Shape Recognition Busy Box 

Sensory Toy can be mounted on either the 

tabletop or the wall. Each of the shapes can 

have its own message recorded that repeats 

when it is pressed; the shapes also have 

different textures for pediatric tactile 

stimulation. 

 

UCP00609 Bubble Busy Box AM/FM  

This tool talks and entertains, too!  It 

features a four message recorder/player 

http://www.google.com/imgres?start=94&um=1&safe=active&sa=N&rls=com.microsoft:en-US&rlz=1I7DELA_enUS311&hl=en&biw=1280&bih=514&tbm=isch&tbnid=byU1xU7UWZlMrM:&imgrefurl=http://background-pictures.feedio.net/remote-controlled-airplane-parts-diagram-nomenclature/nomenclaturo.com*wp-content*uploads*Airplane-Parts-Diagram.jpg/&docid=Q8Amgx6jCzxx3M&imgurl=http://www.dinosaurplay.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/remote-controlled-dinosaur-mighty-megasaur.jpg&w=300&h=300&ei=gSNLUoPgDemwyQGdgYGQCQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&page=5&tbnh=150&tbnw=180&ndsp=21&ved=1t:429,r:12,s:100,i:40&tx=73&ty=73
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with a set of lights and vibration.  Total 

recording time is 20 seconds at 5 seconds 

per message. 

UCP00613 Singing Sunrise Busy Box 

   

 

 

Explore a new fun and exciting busy box 

for teaching cause and effect. It offers a 

variety of tactile experiences, wonderful 

songs, multi-colored blinking lights, 

sounds, and vibration. Music includes 

friendly upbeat songs about the planet we 

live on. Volume is adjustable. 

UCP01238 Finger Isolation Busy Box 

 

 

To activate a response an individual has to 

purpose fully press the recessed buttons 

with his or her finger. Upon activation, the 

five colorful buttons produce an assortment 

of stimulation including lights, vibration, 

music, and gentle breezes. 

 

 

 

UCP01240 

Sound Effects Carousel 

 

 

 

Twelve different sound effects are pre-

recorded and played when the child presses 

on one of the 12 sides of this delightful 

spinning toy. 

UCP01285 

UCP01512 

Textured Carousel Busy Box 

 
 

 

Sensational spinner!  A fantastic cause and 

effect teaching device that increases visual 

attention, tactile awareness, color 

recognition and auditory development. Six 

specially textured pads reward the user 

with different sensory stimulation.  

UCP01511 Water Fall Water Toy  

Your own tropical paradise! Hit your 

switch and this unique water toy squirts 

water from flowers while a stream rambles 

down a volcano with multi-colored lights. 

Music plays and the lagoon sparkles, 
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providing tactile and auditory experiences. 

 

 

Computer Software/Electronic Toys 
UCP00501 

UCP00502 

CD PreSchool Playtime Volume 

1&2 

 
 

 

 

This software teaches the young child basic 

peer interactions and play skills such as: 

taking turns, sharing, requesting, 

cooperating, and shifting activities through 

real life social situations.  

UCP00504 CD - My Community 

 

 

 

This new CD-ROM provides sequences of 

people interacting in a number of 

community social settings like stores, 

restaurants, movies, grocery stores, doctor's 

office, friends' homes, etc. Students decide 

what would be appropriate verbal 

responses, actions, etc. 

 

 

UCP00503 CD - My School Day 

 

 

 

My School Day Enhanced teaches children 

appropriate interactions and basic 

classroom social skills such as 

compromising, resolving conflicts, 

responding to teasing and following the 

rules. The CD-ROM offers more than 350 

different real-life scenarios to demonstrate 

common student interactions, and covers a 

full range of social problem-solving.  

 

UCP00529 My First Leap Pad 

 

 

The My First LeapPAD pack engages 

preschoolers with fun, interactive stories 

and activities that teach preschool reading 

and math skills! Letters, words and 

numbers come to life with the touch of the 
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Magic Pen.  

UCP00620 

UCP00621 

(High flying 

adventure) 

Leap Frog Book/Cassette - Leap 

To The Moon 

 
 

 

Take a trip to the moon and learn new 

skills along the way. Including counting, 

sorting, skip counting and recognizing 

patterns to overcome obstacles. 

UCP01423 Leap Pad Book/Cartridge-Tad's 

Silly Number Farm 

 

 

Inspires a love of reading and learning! 

Over 30 fun-filled math and music games 

including counting; number recognition; 

"more than" and "less than"; matching and 

number sequencing. 

 

UCP01422 Leap Pad Book/Cartridge-Dora to 

the Rescue 

 
 

 

 

Explore countries’ cultures, animals and 

landscapes—and expand Spanish 

vocabulary. Teaches Spanish numbers, and 

colors. 

Communication Devices 
UCP00517 

UCP00518 

Hip Plus (w/2 Hip Talking Bags ) 

 

 
 

 

Portable Communication! The ultimate and 

improved Hip Talk Plus has 300 seconds of 

recording time, Incredible sound quality, 

Auditory cueing, Magnetic snap-on frames 

for easy icon changing. 

 

 

UCP00535 Stove Communicator  

You can record cooking instructions or 

songs. When the user stirs the pot with a 
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special spatula the recording plays. It also 

comes with pre-recorded sounds including, 

water boiling, and eggs frying.  

 

 

UCP00568 Cheap Talk 4 Direct Scan w/Jacks 

 

 

This communication device allows the user 

to record 4 different messages for up to 5 

seconds each.  Play messages back either 

directly by pushing one of the four colorful 

buttons or by using an external switch. 

 

 

UCP00574 32 Message Communication 

Device 

 
 

 

The 32 Message Communicator is a 

portable, digitized speech communication 

device with 6 levels of 32 targets each. 

There are 3 seconds of recording time per 

target. It has adjustable legs to angle the 

devices for easier access. It is available 

with 1, 2, 3, or 6 levels. 

 

 

 

UCP00577 

UCP01275 

Switch - Big Mack 

 

 

The Big Mack is a simple, single-message 

voice output communication aid.  A peer or 

companion can quickly change messages 

so the user is able to communicate 

throughout the day.  Simply press and hold 

the record button on the surface of Big 

Mack while speaking into the built-in 

microphone. 

 

 

UCP00593 

UCP00594 

 

Clock Communicator 

 

 

This talking clock communicator is one-of-

a-kind. In each of the twelve positions it 

has a recessed holder for black or yellow 

icon holders. Choose the positions that you 

want to use, record each message, then use 

your capability switch to scan and choose 

the desired message. 

 

UCP00610 

 

Language Facilitator  

Pre-record your 4 message communicator 
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with up to 30 seconds of time in each 

square. The user selects a message or sound 

to hear, and then she can watch herself 

pronounce the word or sounds in the mirror 

while lights around the rim help her to 

visually attend.   

 

UCP01281 

UCP01327 

ZAM Communicator 

 

 

 

The ZAM communicator is a portable 

communication device.  There is no speech 

generation.  It features a double LCD 

display that shows typed text to both user 

and other communicator, as well as a 

response/question pad on the back for 

quicker communication. 

 

UCP00201 

UCP00214 

UCP00215 

 

Put-Em-Around 

 
 

 

 

Now in black! These talking wall 

communicators give users the ability to 

initiate communication throughout their 

day. Record your message (20 seconds) 

and allow them to actively participate with 

their peers, family, and teachers. Put them 

in different areas of your classroom or 

house to express simple messages. 

Fine Motor 
UCP00513 Stacking Blocks 

 

 
 

 

This device teaches counting skills while 

reinforcing fine motor control. When you 

place one of the colorful wooden blocks on 

the stack, a light will light up. When the 

stacking task is completed, you are 

instantly rewarded with sweet music and  

even more bright lights. 

UCP00530 Color Forms Dress-up 

 
 

 

Spin the spinner, pick a piece and dress 

your character. There are no wrong 

choices. The first child to completely dress 

their character is the winner. Includes a 

spinner platform with arrow, 4 stand-up 

characters, 32 colorforms pieces and of 

course, complete instructions. 
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UCP00533 Puzzle - Sounds Shape Sorter 

 

 

Manipulate 12 molded plastic pieces (in 

four different shapes) through the matching 

openings in the removable lid. This activity 

increases fine motor skills and color 

recognition.   

UCP00539 

UCP00541 

Veggie 

Puzzle - 3D Fruit 

 

 

Excellent teaching tools for table etiquette, 

basic food groups, and nutrition. The name 

of each food is printed on labels in five 

different languages. Our PVC-free plastic 

pieces are safe for young tasters. 

UCP00590 Puzzle - Shapes Jumbo Knob 

 

 

This super-size, solid-wood puzzle features 

all the classic geometric shapes. Extra-large 

knobs make it easy for small hands to 

remove each brightly colored piece. 

Matching full-color pictures are 

underneath. Helps little ones develop fine 

motor and matching skills. 

UCP00591 Puzzle - Textured Shape 

 

 

 

Great for not only teaching shapes, but 

teaching kids to identify textures and 

colors.  The textures and colors on the 

puzzle pieces can be matched to the 

textures and colors on the puzzle’s base. 

 

 

UCP00592 Puzzle - Animal Jumbo Knob 

 

 

This jumbo puzzle has easy to hold pieces 

which are easy to place back in correct 

spots.  Great for children who love animals 

and may have difficulty grasping small 

pieces. 

 

 

UCP00622 Pegboard  

This captivating set entertains while it 

builds essential fine-motor and math skills. 

Children simply love to stack these 
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unbreakable plastic pegs. 

 

 

UCP00629 Puzzle - Shapes & Color (Set of 3) 

 

Shapes puzzle with 8 jumbo interlocking 

puzzle parts in 8 bold colors. Large pieces 

are easy for a young child to handle in the 

process of searching for the correct fit.  

Develops fine motor coordination. Teaches 

size and shape discrimination. Improves 

perception of spatial relations. 

 

 

UCP01250 Double Bubble Suction Cup Bead maze

 
 

 

This toy is provides a great opportunity to 

increase color recognition and fine motor 

skills. Its suction cups make it perfect for a 

table activity. 

UCP00556 

UCP01251 

 

Puzzle Pillar 

 
 

 

This toy increases motor control and color 

recognition while providing tons of fun. 

UCP01276 Three Stack Wooden Puzzle (13 

pieces) 

 

 

Used to develop motor skills and build 

logical thinking skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

UCP01417 Form Board Puzzle 

   
 

 

Used to develop motor skills and build 

logical thinking skills. 

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.brightkidstoys.com/images/products/small/TAG_em2GiantCirclePzl.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.brightkidstoys.com/content-categories/cat-180/puzzles_for_kids.html&h=180&w=180&tbnid=ADWT5o-kGJ4F6M:&zoom=1&docid=JTGcQKjIDXIdyM&ei=OJqtU8qSBYmLqgaJ04LYDw&tbm=isch&ved=0CEkQMyhBMEE4ZA&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=1054&page=5&start=142&ndsp=32
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UCP01523 

UCP01524 

UCP01525 

UCP01526 

UCP01527 

Animal Photo Peg Puzzles Horse 

 

 

This jumbo puzzle has easy to hold pieces 

which are easy to place back in correct 

spots.  Great for children who love animals 

and may have difficulty grasping small 

pieces. 

 

 

UCP01522 String a Beep Lacing Kit 

 

 

These wooden beads provide fine motor 

practice along with color recognition. 

Children can use their creativity while 

practicing fine motor skills. 

Musical Toys 
UCP00515 Band Jam 

 

 
 

 

The Band Jam Audio Stimulation Toy 

allows a child to sound any or all of five 

percussion instruments by pressing the 

large, light-up photo buttons. Use to 

provide auditory stimulation and to teach 

basic cause and effect. Batteries required. 

The Bank Ham Audio Stimulation Toys 

teaches greater independence for students. 

 

 

UCP00532 Elmo Sesame Street Boom Box 

 
 

 

Play your favorite tune on this multi-

instrument sound board while also enjoying 

the voices of your favorite sesame street 

characters. 

UCP00536 

UCP00537 

Musini Music Box 

 
 

 

Neurosmith Musini magically transforms 

your child's energy into music! Every step, 

turn, tap and touch activates a musical 

response from Musini. Select one of five 

musical styles and start moving. 
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UCP00558 Roll A Piano 

 

 

This realistic piano keyboard can also play 

in 16 different instrument sounds. Add one 

of 99 background rhythms, such as jazz, 

rock, samba, disco, big band, country, 

salsa, soul, or techno. In the mood to 

listen? The Roll a Piano also plays 10 

demo songs. 

 

 

UCP00558 Nursery Rhyme Caterpillar 

 

 

 

Listen and learn! Come and learn your 

favorite nursery rhymes with our brightly 

colored textured friend. Activate each of 

the tactile switches and listen to the pre-

recorded nursery rhymes recited by 

children while bright multi-colored lights 

twinkle along. 

 

 

UCP00561 Mozart Magic Cube 

 

 

 

Mozart Magic Cube you have five different 

large buttons corresponding to the different 

sides of the cube each of which can play a 

harp, flute, French horn, piano and violin. 

You also have an orchestra button that can 

play all of the instruments simultaneously 

using eight different Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart compositions. 

 

UCP00630 Castle Music Box 

 
 

 

Activate your capability switch and the 

King and Queen will dance around the 

castle while a lullaby plays. 

UCP01244 Musical Carousel 

 

 

You can use this wonderful musical 

instrument in four different ways: activate 

the attached yellow switch and the colorful 

bells twirl around sounding the musical 

scale while the multi-colored LEDs blink; 

or use your own capability switch to 

activate the toy. 
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UCP01248 

UCP00600 

 

 

 

 

Musical Shapes Puzzle (5 pieces) 

 

 

This device is great for teaching children 

colors and how to match shapes!  As each 

shape is placed in its correct position, a 

tune is heard giving the user a nice reward 

for matching shapes correctly. 

Recreation 
UCP00521 Battery Operated Scissors 

 
 

 

These easy-to-use switch-adapted scissors 

allow you to participate in art and other 

classroom or home activities. Just activate 

your switch and your scissors will easily 

cut through paper. Easy to remove from 

special mounting. 

 

 

UCP00522 Sony Walkman 

 
 

 

This adapted CD player is great for those 

who want to listen to music but cannot 

access the tiny buttons.  Attach our 

capability switch. Press switch to listen on 

the headphones (included) to the CD and 

press it again to stop the CD. 

 

 

 

UCP00538 Scooby Doo Pinball 

 

 

New Scooby Doo super pinball with 

electronic lights and sounds automatic 

digital scoreboard, double flipper control 

and spring action bumpers. 

 

 

 

UCP00550 Deluxe Folding Fan  

Folding fan that occupies little space and 

provides a big breeze. This fan is a great 

tool to cool off. 
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UCP00551 

UCP00552 K 

UCP00555 B 

Find It Zoo 

 

 
 

 

Find It is not just a game, it's a contained 

adventure! A creative game that never 

needs to be put away, Find It is ideal to 

play anywhere: at home, in the office, or in 

your car. People of all ages will enjoy the 

hunt for the hidden objects buried within 

the layer of recycled plastic pellets. 

 

 

UCP00563 Switch - 1- Switch Single-

Appliance Unit (Power Link) 

 

 

An environmental control unit that allows 

the student to operate small electrical 

appliances through switch access. The 

control unit has two double outlets and is 

durable, portable, and meets rigorous safety 

standards. Use with a corded switch (Big 

Red Switch), cordless switch and receiver 

or AirLink Cordless Switch. 

 

 

UCP00588 Boppy Pillow - Red Animal 

 

 

 

 

Baby support pillows, sleeping pillows, 

nursing pillows and much more. 

UCP00589 Play School Sit-n-Spin 

 

 

The toy encourages balance and 

coordination, and now it spins even more 

easily and smoothly. Turn the wheel to 

start the fun and watch your child have a 

ball and stay active! 

 

 

UCP00599 Time Timer  
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The Timer is used to solve time perception 

problems for all ages and ability levels. It 

creates a visual awareness of elapsed time. 

The use of high-color resolution makes it 

possible to visualize remaining time. 

Perfect for timed activities and for getting 

ready for transitions. Ideal for classrooms, 

therapy or home use. Can be free standing 

or hung on a wall. 

 

 

UCP00602 Koosh Catcher 

 
 

 

 

This outdoor game is great for increasing 

gross motor skills and coordination. 

 

 

 

 

UCP00587 Green Working Board 

 
 

 

This is a perfect work station to improve 

therapeutic skills. It provides stability and 

support. 

UCP00597 Miniplus Tripod 

 
 

 

Stabilize your compatible camera or 

camcorder on a tabletop using this Mini- 

tripod, which features 2 extendable leg 

sections and a locking ball head, so you can 

easily adjust the position of your device. 

UCP00611 Digital Camera w/Switch 

 

 
 

 

Real 1.3 megapixel camera with 4x digital 

zoom. 128 MB internal memory stores up 

to 1000 photos. This camera takes photos 

with funny stamps, borders, or silly photo 

effects and has video recording with sound. 
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UCP01229 

 

Mini Boom Box 

 

 

This mini boom box is lightweight, 

provides great sound and is easy to use on 

the go.  

UCP01231 Lighted Boom Box 

 
 

 

This Boom Box provides great sound, 

along with a blend of colors to enhance 

visual attention.  

 

 

UCP01232 

UCP01234 

Coby Adapted CD Player 

 

 

This portable AM/FM and cassette player 

has great sound.  Just attach a capability 

switch and enjoy the music of your choice. 

 

 

 

UCP01514 Adapted 6 Switch ihome 

 

 

 

Adapted iHome for your iPod! It’s been 

adapted with six 2½" switches for easy 

access to the docked iPod controls. The 

user can control tracks forward and 

backward, volume up and down, pause, and 

off/on.  

UCP01510 Wavy Tactile Path 

 

 

A challenging, fun, comfortable to walk on, 

wavy balance beam! The pieces of the 

Tactile Path can be arranged in straight or 

curved patterns to provide users with 

multiple ways of playing. The slopes on the 

path were designed to challenge balance 

control for both front-back and left-right 

movement.  

UCP01528 G 

UCP01529 R 

UCP01530 O 

Automoblox Green 

 

 

The Automoblox has a universal connector 

system enabling a rapid interchange of 

parts, further accentuating the fun factor of 

creating different car styles. 

UCP01515 Blow Lotto 

 

 

Develop breathing control and lip strength 
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while learning to pay attention and take 

turns. One at a time, players blow on the 

ball to move it to a hole on the game board. 

An animal picture in each hole shows 

children which picture on their lotto card 

should be covered with a chip.  

 

UCP01516 Curve Path 

 

 
 

 

This curve walking path set can be 

arranged into many different patterns and 

stimulate the feet while providing a 

balancing grip. 

UCP01519 Bowling Set 

 

 

This bowling set is life-size!  It includes a 

large carpet to function as the alley, 

bowling pins and a backstop.  Bring 

bowling to your home or classroom.  Great 

for large motor skills! 

 

UCP01518 Move Cube 

 

 

Make exercise fun with this activity 

focused game. It is great for creating all 

kinds of fun tossing and movement 

activities. 

UCP01509 Numbered Cones 

 

 

Use these cones help practice motor skill 

acquisition, sequencing, and math skills. 

The numbers and colors give an added 

dimension to organizing, managing and 

conducting lessons. Running drills, 

targeting drills and decision-making drills 

are made easy with these durable 9" 

brightly colored cones. 

 

UCP01521 Color Bean Bags 

 
 

 

Each bean bag is imprinted with its color in 

easy to read lower case lettering. Double 

reinforced vinyl beanbags with soft corners 

are filled with non-toxic plastic pellets. 
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UCP01504 WePlay Rainbow River Stones 

 

 

 

Walking and jumping from stone to stone 

provide important stimulation for sensory 

development, vestibular balance, 

movement coordination, concentration, 

reaction capacity and self-confidence. The 

3 different sizes of river stone suit the 

needs of growing children and allow any 

creative route designs. 

 

 

UCP01503 WePlay Balance Board Maze 

 

 

 

Add an extra level of fun to playtime with 

this great Balance Board from Agenta. Use 

it to increase balance and coordination or to 

develop a sense The WePlay Maze Balance 

Board comes complete with a snail-shaped 

maze to guide three colored balls through 

for an extra level of skill development. 

 

 

UCP01535 Pump-N-Go Cart 

 

 
 

 

 

This is a great tool to increase balance, 

trunk control and large motor skills while 

providing hours of fun. 

 

UCP01520 Egg and Spoon Race 

 

 
 

 

This game focuses on balance and 

coordination. This is a great large motor 

activity for children of any age. 

UCP01505 Toddler Ride On 

 

 

This is a great tool to increase balance, 

trunk control and large motor skills while 

providing hours of fun. 
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UCP01537 Versa Form Positioning Pillow 

 

 

Versa pillows conform to the shape of the 

person when air is extracted with a vacuum 

pump. Pillows are filled with styrene beads 

which compress and mold to offer firm 

support for the individual. The pillows can 

be re-inflated and used again by letting air 

in through the locking valve. 

 

UCP01536 Versa Form Vacuum Pump 

 
 

 

Versa Form vacuum pump is single handed 

operation allows the user to form the pillow 

at various points while removing the air. 

UCP01674 

UCP01674 

Biddy Belly 

 

 

Its unique shape and gradual incline 

help promote correct muscle development 

during tummy time. 

 

Sensory 
UCP00527 

UCP00541 

UCP00542 

UCP00543 

 

 

Textured Ball 

 
 

 

Sensory Balls enhance sensory stimulation 

and these nubbly textured balls are an 

amazing tactile ball product. 

UCP00534 Aqua Bubbles 

 

 

Aqua Bubble Panel is a 11" light up water 

panel. Enjoy the calming colorful bubbles 

as they endlessly float upward inside the 

different panel shapes. 

UCP00531 Chicco Shape Sorter Drum  

Two toys in one! One side of the Shape 

Sorter Drum is equipped with three 

colorful buttons. Flip the drum over and 

baby discovers a fun shape sorter, with 
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three simple shapes to explore. 

 

UCP00552 

UCP00553 

Starlight 

 
 

 

Reflecting colors! Activate your capability 

switch and watch the vibrating fiber optic 

strings swirl magically and reflect changing 

colors of red, green, blue, green, and 

purple.  

 

 

 

UCP00564 

 

Lighted Sensory Plate 

 

 

This 5" x 8" bead chain and unbreakable 

plastic mirror is perfect for the child who 

requires exceptional sensory input. When 

touched, the plate vibrates, the music plays 

and the red light goes on. The plate can 

also be used as an external switch without 

light, vibration, or music when connected 

to a toy or device. 

 

 

UCP00584 

UCP00596 

Adapted Mirror 

 

 

When you pick up the mirror the lights turn 

on while the unit vibrates.  This encourages 

the child to visually attend to him/herself 

and increases bi-lateral hand usage.  The 

level of vibration is adjustable. 

 

 

 

UCP00608 Switch - Dome Alone w/Switch 

 

 

 

Children just love to watch the bright, 

confetti-like objects dance around in our 

best-selling dome toy. A splendid tempest 

of music, color and light. This Appropriate 

for all ages. 

 

 

 

UCP00624 

UCP00628 

 

Kaleido Dome 

 

 

Perfect for encouraging children to become 

actively involved.  This fun toy enhances 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=5uPhylF6WFwPDM&tbnid=xc9qRSknlr0REM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.livingmadeeasy.org.uk/children/switch-operated-toys-p/dome-alone-0044250-2743-information.htm&ei=yYikU7_BG9ilqAa_84G4Ag&bvm=bv.69411363,d.b2k&psig=AFQjCNHbHvPj5zEVIVpaRr1ZGcVKuSlKmw&ust=1403378236412965
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matching, grasping, and releasing skills.  

As the child fits a shape on the base, a light 

is activated.  When all twelve shapes are in 

place the large center dome lights up, 

music plays and pom-poms dance.  A great 

source for continual visual, auditory and 

tactile stimulation. 

 

 

 

 

UCP00626 

Vibrating Light w/Music 

 
 

 

This button is easy to find and activate 

because of its large surface area and 

texture.  Press the orange button and you 

will be rewarded with lights and vibration! 

UCP01243 Butterfly Light & Music Puzzle 

 

 
 

 

Ideal for teaching spatial relations, this 

delightful butterfly puzzle is equipped with 

removable blocks that accommodate four 

differently shaped and colored pegs. As 

each peg is correctly inserted into its 

corresponding block, a string of lights on 

the butterfly’s wings start flashing and 

music plays. 

UCP01277 Sensyball large 

 

 

Used to help achieve muscle & tension 

release for all parts of the body. Bumpy 

textured surface also promotes sensory 

stimulation & is perfect for manual 

dexterity exercises. 

 

UCP01288 Carnival Tube 

 
 

 

Rainbows of colors! A simple swipe at the 

mounted tube creates lights, music and 

vibration. It's a magical combination of 

sound and color that will captivate the 

young and old. Watch and listen as a 

rainbow of multi-colored beads and lights 

cascade through the tube.  

 

UCP01294 

UCP01394 L 

Weighted Wonder Vest  

A fantastic calming tool! A great looking 
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UCP01395 

M 

 

weighted fleece vest is ideal for kids to 

keep warm, cozy, and secure. The vest is 

used to calm and to provide great sensory 

input. Inside pockets holds weights that can 

be easily changed. 

 

 

UCP01293 Therapy Ball 

 

 
 

 

 As a child's balancing skills develop, they 

help control movements for various 

activities including: standing, jumping, 

rolling, and proper sitting in a chair. These 

active seating balls provide development of 

not only balancing skills but also enhance 

sensory stimulation, and gross motor skills. 

 

 

UCP01287 Howda HUG 

 

 

 

A HowdaHUG chair is a slatted portable 

chair that provides extra vestibular 

movement for children (and adults) that 

require a rocking motion when seated on 

the floor or chair. The seat curves around 

the back allowing the seat to hug the body. 

  

 

 

UCP01393 Pre-Symbol Matching Board 

 
 

 

Match textures! Match our eight brightly 

colored tactile squares. They offer a 

different tactile experience for all users 

including the visually impaired.  

 

 

 

UCP01533 Starry Night 

 
 

 

Six soothing sounds! Activate your switch 

and relax to your favorite calming sound 

while watching the stars projected on your 

ceiling. Sounds include birds, brooks, 

rainforest, ocean waves, and rain which 

help to develop listening skills.  

 

 

UCP01534 Space Shuttle  

Let children explore their imagination with 
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this mini shuttle modeled after the US 

Discovery. 

UCP01532 Twilight Turtle 

 

 

 

Twilight Turtle is a plush toy that 

transforms any room into a starry night sky 

to help comfort children to sleep. Twilight 

Turtle projects a magical constellation of 

stars onto bedroom ceiling and walls in 

three soothing color options. Twilight 

Turtle's shell illuminates to help ease 

children's fear of the dark. 

 

 

UCP01506 Magic Moves 

 

 

The Magic Moves promotes creative 

movement, gross motor skills and physical 

activity. There are 90 Commands, 26 

musical tunes and light shows. This toys 

helps develop listening skills, and enriches 

vocabulary. 

 

UCP00199 

 

Clip Fan  

 

 

Feel the breeze! This fabulous fan has soft 

foam fan blades making it user friendly. 

Built in LED lights allow the user to create 

64 different exciting light show effects and 

patterns. Great for increasing visual 

attention. Fan has a separate on/off switch 

for the lights. Clip-on design allows 

mounting anywhere.  

 

UCP00200 

 

Light up Cube 

 

 

Mesmerizing! Turn an ordinary room into a 

calming sensory space. These three 

rechargeable LED Light Illuminators 

change color using all the colors in a 

rainbow in turn or just choose one color. 

Colors are highly saturated and vibrant.  

 

UCP00203 Magical Light Show  
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Press the yellow switch and feel subtle 

vibrations under your hand while the 

Magical Light Show begins. Provides great 

tactile awareness. Watch colored patterns 

against a black background and hear upbeat 

music.  

 

Switches 
UCP00520 Switch - Black, Ultimate 

Goodneck 

 

 

Adjust microphone position quickly and 

easily with gooseneck shaft. Scratch-

resistant, powder coated black finish with 

non-slip rubber ring on bottom of base. The 

gooseneck length is 12". 

 

 

UCP00562 Switch - Multisensory Funny 

Face (Sponge Bob) 

 

 

 

Designed to provide auditory, tactile and 

visual stimulation. There are lights, music, 

and vibration when you push your tactile 

switch plate. Our Funny Face has a control 

on the bottom that allows you to turn any of 

the rewards on or off. A great cause and 

effect toy. Can also be used as a capability 

switch to activate other devices. 

 

UCP00565 Switch - Textured Roller Switch 

w/Music 

 

 

Once the user feels the bumps on this roller 

switch he/she will want to roll it again and 

again!  It provides a very special 

somatosensory experience.  Spin the drum 

and the device rewards with lights, vibration 

and music. 

 

UCP00566 

UCP00572 

Switch - Air Cushion 

Switch/Latch 

 

 

This switch has a soft air filled activation 

area. The amount of pressure required to 

activate it can be adjusted from very light to 

very firm pressure required. 
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UCP00567 Switch - Sensi Ball 

 
 

 

 

This unique Sensi-Ball encourages people to 

grasp it - because it feels so good.  Pull the 

ball down and you are surrounded by 

background sounds plus music, light and 

vibration. Push it to the right and hear 

"funny noises" - while a push to the left 

causes a harp- like sound.  

 

UCP00263 

UCP00264 

 

Switch – Gumball 

 

 
 

 

 
  

A high quality and dependable switch. 

Provides extraordinary tactile and audible 

feedback.  Mounting plate is removable. 

Comes with two clear plastic covers: one 

with a lip and one without. 

 

 

UCP00265 

 

 

 

Switch – Mini-Gumball 

 

At your fingertip! The Mini-Gumball switch 

is versatile and durable. It has a 1¼ inch 

activation surface. It provides tactile and 

audible feedback. Mounting plate is 

removable. 

UCP00573 Switch - Button Click Switch 

 

 
 

 

 

This device’s 5" diameter makes a great 

target for those that need it. Its built-in 

switch interface can work with any switch 

for "Auto" or "Step" scanning. 

 

 

UCP00266 

 

 

 

Textured Tops-Gumball Switches 

 

Great tactile feedback! Five different 

textured snap-on tops that can go on 

Gumball switches to provide you with a 

wonderful somatosensory experience. 

Textures are large bumps, small bumps, 

thick lines, thin lines, and a circular pattern. 

UCP00580 

UCP00581 

Switch – Koosh 

 

Spongy, springy fun! 

All ages will enjoy our colorful Koosh™ 

Switch. Touch the compelling ball of rubber 

strings and you are instantly rewarded with 

lights, music and vibration. Great fun! 

Lights and music are disabled when used as 

a switch. 
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UCP00267 Switch-Senso Dot 

 

 
 

Heightens sensory awareness! Our tactile 

and visually stimulating switch provides a 

wonderful somatosensory experience when 

activating any toy or device. The slightest 

push on any part of the dome will activate a 

toy while you feel a soft vibration. The 

colorful tops can easily be turned round and 

round. 

 

UCP00268 

 

Switch-Gooshy with Vibration, 

Lights & Music 

 

Soft and sparkly!  The Lights, Vibration and 

Music Switch has a special control which 

allows the user to select any or all of the 

rewards. It can be used alone as a sensory 

device.  

UCP00615 Switch – Saucer 

 

 

This handy switch is specially designed for 

individuals who are unable to control or 

sustain the hand or wrist movement 

necessary to operate traditional plate 

switches.  This switch is activated with just 

a light touch. 

UCP00616 

Fr. 

UCP00617 

Pig 

UCP00618 

Pig 

UCP0061C. 

Animal Switch 

 

 

Activates switch operated toys. Provides 

a large strike area for easier use. 

UCP01550 Kissing Critters (2 pieces) 

 
 

 

A fun way to develop hand-eye 

coordination! These lovable little critters 

need your help to find each other! When 

their noses are lightly touched together you 

are rewarded with lights, music and 

vibration. 

UCP01531 Dream Lite Pillow Pet  

The night-lite that turns your room into a 

starry sky. Shell glows as a comfortable 
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night light. For sleep time or playtime. 

Projects three soothing colors: amber, blue 

& green. 

Therapeutic Listening System 
UCP01458 Grape Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01459 Strawberry Jamz Chip  

UCP01460 Surf Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01461 Rhythm Rhyme Mod Chip  

UCP01462 Rhythm Rhyme Mod Chip  

UCP01463 Rhythm Rhyme Mod Chip  

UCP01464 Mozart Strings#1 Mod Chip  

UCP01465 Nature Winds Mod Chip  

UCP01466 More Mozart Mod Chip  

UCP01467 Easy Listening Mod Chip  

UCP01468 Easy Listening Mod Chip  

UCP01469 Easy Listening Mod Chip  

UCP01470 Easy Space Mod Chip  

UCP01471 Easy Space Mod Chip  

UCP01472 Easy Space Mod Chip  

UCP01473 Peach Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01474 Peach Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01475 Razzberry Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01476 Razzberry Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01477 Apricot Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01478 Apricot Jamz Mod Chip  

UCP01479 Baroque for Modul Mod Chip  

UCP01480 Baroque for Modul Mod Chip  

UCP01481 Nature Pop Mod Chip  

UCP01482 Nature Pop Mod Chip  

UCP01483 Early Mozart Mod Chip  

UCP01484 Early Mozart Mod Chip  

UCP01485 Mozart for Modul Chip  

UCP01486 Mozart for Modul Chip  

UCP01487 

UCP01489 

UCP01491 

UCP01493 

ScnDisk Player  

Therapeutic Listening  

is an evidence-based auditory intervention 

intended to support individuals who 
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UCP01495 

 

experience challenges with sensory 

processing dysfunction, listening, attention, 

and communication.  

 

UCP01488 

UCP01490 

UCP01492 

UCP01494 

UCP01496 

Sennheiser HeadPhones 

 
 

 

 Accompanies ScnDisk Player 

UCP01497 

UCP01498 

UCP01499 

UCP01500 

UCP01501 

 

 

 

ScnDisk Charger 

 

 

UCP01538 Vivaldi Mod Chip  

UCP01539 Bach for Mod Chip  

 


